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National & International Events 2017
When?

Where?

What?

15th to 17th
September

Royal Agricultural University,
Cirencester, Gloucestershire

Midland & South Western
Counties Convention (MSWCC)

29 September to
4th October

Istanbul, Turkey

Apimondia 2017

30th September

National Beekeeping Centre
Stoneleigh Park, CV8 2LG

County Honey Show and Autumn
County Lectures

26th to 28th
October

Sandown Race Course,
Surrey

National Honey Show

17th to 19th
November

Woodside Hotel, Kenilworth

Central Association of
Beekeepers (CABK) Conference

National Honey Show

Thursday 26th to Saturday 28th October 2017, Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher,
KT10 9AJ www.honeyshow.co.uk
The main lecture programme runs across all three days and is delivered by
international scientists and experts on a variety of topics. You can see this year’s full
programme at http://www.honeyshow.co.uk/lectures-and-workshops.php and view
previous years’ lectures on the National Honey Show YouTube Channel.

Warwickshire Events
2 Sept

Moreton Show
Moreton-in-Marsh Showground, Batsford Road,
GL56 0AB

Shipston

5 Sept

Branch Apiary Meeting & every following
Tuesday in September. Sutton Park Apiary

Sutton
Coldfield

11 Sept 7.30

Branch Honey Show
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes, OX15 5AX

Shipston

11 Sept

Branch Honey Show
West Warwick Club, 78 Grange Road, Solihull,
B91 1DA.

Solihull

14 Sept

Branch Meeting
Lessons Learnt Bob Gilbert
Erdington Methodist Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

16 & 17 10.00 to Birmingham Open Honey Show
Sept
4.00
Martineau Gardens, Birmingham
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18 Sept

7.30

Branch Honey Show
Staging from 7.00pm.
All Saints Church Hall, Rectory Lane,
Allesley,CV5 9EQ

Coventry

29 Sept

7.30

Branch Meeting
Apiarist Paintings / Artists talk, Angela Maloney
Dame Elizabeth Cadbury Hall, Firbank Close,
Bournville, B30 1UA

Birmingham

30 Sept

10.00 Warwickshire County Honey Show
to 4.00 National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park,
CV8 2LG

30 Sept

10.30

WBKA Autumn Lecture 1 The Pollen Preferences
of Honeybees. Laura Jones, National Botanic
Garden of Wales
National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park,
CV8 2LG

30 Sept

12.00

WBKA Autumn Lecture 2 The Geological History
of Britain. Jo Hands, Warwickshire Wildlife Trust
National Beekeeping Centre, Stoneleigh Park,
CV8 2LG

1 Oct

2.30

Apiary Clean up
Ravenshaw apiary

Solihull

9 Oct

7.30

Branch Meeting
In Self Defence , Celia Davis
Methodist Hall, Blossomfield Road, Solihull,
B91 1LG

Solihull

9 Oct

7.30

Second Monday Meeting
The Gate Inn, Upper Brailes, OX15 5AX

Shipston

Branch Meeting
Asian Hornet Julian Routh
Erdington Methodist Centre

Sutton
Coldfield

Branch Meeting Speaker tbc
Dame Elizabeth Cadbury Hall, Firbank Close,
Bournville, B30 1UA

Birmingham

National Honey Show Outing
Sandown Park Racecourse, Surrey,KT10 9AJ

Solihull

19 Oct

27 Oct

28 Oct

7.30

As members of the WBKA you are welcome to attend any of the meetings
and events listed in the Warwickshire diary pages
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Warwickshire County
Honey Show 2017
Saturday 30th September 2017
The Rural Innovation Centre—Stoneleigh Park
08:00—10:00

Registration and Staging

10:30

Judging Commences

Lectures — NAEC Conference Centre—Oak Tree Room
10:30

Nectar Preferences of Honey Bees
Laura Jones—Botanic Gardens of Wales

12:00

The Geological History of Britain
Jo Hands—Warwickshire Wildlife Trust

13:30—14:30

Bring and Share lunch

16:00

Prize Giving

16:30

Collection of Exhibits

Show Schedule Available online in the members area of
www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

On line entries opens 1st September 2017 (closes 21st September)
Late entries accepted on the day
For online assistance please contact your branch secretary
Branch / Association Composite Display
Theme—80th Anniversary of JRR Tolkien's The Hobbit
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Warwickshire News
slowly sinking lopsidedly into the turf…
it was funny at the time! Honey sales
went well and the observation hive and
pick a straw game were a hit as usual.
Grateful thanks to those who gave up
time to man (and woman) the stand
during the day.
Sunday 20th August saw the last full
Branch Apiary Meeting of the season
and included a visit from WBKA
Chairman, Celia Davis. Celia joined in
the hive inspections and enjoyed a nice
cuppa accompanied by Cathy Bonner’s
excellent honey flapjack afterwards.
The Coventry Branch Honey Show is
coming up soon and I hope everyone is
busy getting some exhibits ready. Even
if you don’t have any honey yet, do try
to enter something in one of the many
categories. Entering is easier than ever
this year as it can be done on line and
members will have received information
about this via the CovBee Yahoo Group
message sent out recently. Visit the
Coventry Branch website to see the
show schedule and register your
entries. The relevant exhibit labels will
be ready for you when you arrive for
staging on the night, which should
speed the process up considerably. If
you prefer, you can still enter on the day
but be sure to arrive in plenty of time to
allow this to be done. We hope to see
plenty of exhibits to keep Honey Judge,
John Horne busy.

Birmingham Branch

Birmingham’s apiary is situated in a
public park and access is from the car
park. To prevent unauthorised vehicles
we have a key that allows the
beekeepers to remove a post and drive
through to the apiary. As travellers have
been removed from the park three times
since early July; the Council for a time,
kept the barriers across, preventing any
vehicular access including us.
We thought our luck was in when the
Park Ranger apparently put the lock
from the post on the barrier. So now our
keys would allow us access and we
would no longer have the need to carry
equipment across the park. Or did our
keys fit!? One or two of our keys gave
us entry but left us in a panic when the
key wouldn’t let us exit. There was a lot
of discussion that the new lock,
although very similar, was not the old
lock, hence the inconsistency using our
keys. The Council have now erected a
height barrier and replaced the post so
hopefully we will now be able to access
the apiary and enjoy once again, our
beekeeping.
Don’t forget our Annual Open Honey
Show on the 16th and 17th September,
I am waiting for your entries. For
schedule and entry form email
bdbkashowsec@gmail.com.

Jan Willetts
Coventry & District
Branch

Julia Barclay
Nuneaton & Atherstone
Branch

www.covbeebranch.co.uk
The Coventry Branch stalwarts attended
the Fillongley Show on Sunday 13th
August and a good time was had by all.
The weather turned out fine although
during the preceding week it had been
rather wet, making the ground soft
under foot. This was discovered by
myself and others as we sat on the
chairs provided, only to find ourselves

I am afraid that I have to report a
recurrence of the EFB outbreak we had
last year. Just when we thought that all
had been resolved and apiary activities
were proceeding positively, suspect
cells were identified and later confirmed
by our Bee Inspector. Outdoor activities
were suspended until the infected
colonies were dispatched and hive
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components dealt with appropriately.
We have resumed apiary meetings but
even more stringent precautions now
apply.
On a more positive note, due to
continued gentle arm twisting by our
Education Officer, it is encouraging to
report a steady flow of members taking
(and passing) the Basic Assessment.
Congratulations to all concerned.
Members
have
not
restricted
themselves to activities within our own
branch with a number travelling to the
Countryfile Live event to represent the
BBKA in their display. Once more,
something of the order of 5,000
members of the public visited our
marquee each day, which allowed us to
get the message over of the important
part bees and beekeepers play in
agriculture and nature.
For those not able to travel the
distances involved, members have also
been active more locally. In particular,
one couple provided a successful
beekeeping display at the Kingsbury
Water Park which several hundred
members of the public were recorded
as visiting.
May your supers be full, your swarms
few and the Sun always shine when you
visit your apiary.

break for reduction in the varroa count.
However, to suggest that these were
the only messages from a week at
Gormaston would not do it justice. Next
year the summer conference runs from
12th August to 17th. Do consider the
experience should you be free and wish
to be warmly entertained whilst being
updated by excellent speakers.
One of our Rugby members also
supported the BBKA at Countryfile Live
at Blenheim by skep making and
discussing the skep’s place in history
and its uses today. This information was
balanced by the tales told by members
of the pubic of the antics their
beekeeping ancestors got up to. They
were hilarious, from the grain used by
the housewife to make whisky once the
straw had been used for the skep
making, to the kindly and sensitive
stories of gardeners who worked at
Blenheim over the centuries. The
stories
certainly
showed
how
beekeepers did not believe in waste.
The footfall was an amazing with 5,000
people each day at the stand,
highlighting the interest in beekeeping
and there was excellent interaction and
contribution by all the steward’s
involved.
Cathy Moore recently opened her
garden and orchard for a delightful
summer social, thank you very much.
The website option of the weather
forecast close to your own apiary for the
days ahead has been praised as being
so helpful, do consider logging on.
Please see the website for further
details.

John Twidle

Rugby Branch

One of our beekeepers attended the
Beekeeper Conference in Ireland for the
week; this has become an annual ‘must’
she stated. This year the conference
offered top quality lectures, blended
with lovely Irish hospitality. This year's
principal speaker was Dr Ralph Buchler
who gave a series of thought provoking
lectures, blending science with humour
and revolving around colony health with
special reference to varroa. There was
a wonderful mixture of FIBKA (Irish
beekeepers) and BBKA speakers. The
main take away messages were the
importance of pollen for colony growth
and strength, and the value of a brood

Gail Plester
Shipston Branch

Clive Joyce regaled us with anecdotes
from
his
extensive
beekeeping
experience
dating
back to
his
stewardship of the BBKA apiary and his
apprenticeship under Anthony Rawlings
and other local experts. Then, as now,
there are many ways to tackle the
challenges your bees throw at you and
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Solihull Branch

Clive admitted that recent innovations,
including open mesh floors and feeding
from poly bags have, in his opinion,
improved beekeeping. We are grateful
for Clive (and Eileen) for visiting us for
the Second Monday meeting at The
Gate to share his knowledge and
answer a range of questions from
beekeepers old and new.
SBKA are in the middle of attending the
local village shows where we aired our
new gazebo and endeavoured to
educate the public about bees. The
observation hive is a magnet for both
adults and children and the range of
local honeys sold well. There are honey
classes in the produce shows and once
again, James Robertson-Dunn cleaned
up at Cherington. Meanwhile at the
Brailes Show, honey entered by this
years' new beekeepers was awarded
1st Prize for a jar of clear honey in the
novice class and the Ron Haycock Cup
for Best in Show for six jars of honey
labelled for sale. The remaining jars
then flew off the shelf on the stand!
Other winners were Cal Scobie for a
honey frame for extraction, Douglas
Nethercleft for four blocks of beeswax
and a bottle of dry mead and David and
Margery Blower for two jars of clear
honey, two jars of set honey and two
beeswax candles.
A report will be given next month on the
SBK barbecue, held at The Gate Inn on
August 24th from 6pm and hosted by
our new beekeepers who are keen to
show other members the bees they
have been working with this season.
Members are now also able to deal with
their solidified oil seed rape honey more
easily with the branch's new 'Pratley'
style melting table. Contact David or
Margery Blower to book it.

Despite a wet and windy start to the
day, the weather turned fine just in time
as the Lowsonford and Rowington
Village Show started on 5th August. Our
marquee was well attended and many
visitors showed a great interest in the
observation hive and those who found
the queen were rewarded with a sticker.

We had many enquiries about
beekeeping and there was also an
opportunity for visitors to taste and
purchase some local honey. Thank you
to Ian Davidson for organising this
event.
Also in August, Mandy and Brian held a
workshop on ‘Extracting and Bottling
Honey’. It was a great opportunity for
branch members to seek clarification of
procedures and to see how meticulous
organisation can make extracting and
bottling honey run smoothly.
Upcoming events
Many members have been extracting
their summer honey crop and it would
be wonderful if we all entered at least
one class in the forthcoming Branch
Honey Show
on Monday 11th
September, for which the schedule has
already been published.
The weekly
apiary meetings have continued to be
invaluable in preparing members for the
show and varroa management.
Please note that our indoor meetings
take place on the second Monday
evening of the month at the Methodist
Hall, Blossomfield Road, Solihull,
B91 1LG, unless otherwise notified.

Margery Blower

Channy Collins
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Calling all members
Nicola Content (Solihull Branch) has
organised an outing to the National Honey
Show at Sandown Park Racecourse in
Surrey on Saturday 28th October. It will be a
great day out where beekeepers can enjoy a
whole range of exhibits including honey, wax,
mead and photography. In addition there is an
excellent lecture programme, so something
for everyone! The cost is £30.00 per person.
If you are interested please contact Nicola
ncontent1@aol.com

Birmingham & District Beekeepers Association

Annual Open Honey Show
2017
16th & 17th September
For schedule and entry form
contact
Jan Willetts
email:
bdbkashowsec@gmail.com
Tel: 07511284586
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ANOTHER QUEEN PROBLEM
Celia F Davis
Many of the challenges encountered in
beekeeping are connected with queens,
not surprisingly, as this one insect is so
central to the whole colony.
This
month’s problem is no exception: what
do you do when a queen is in the
supers somewhere, happily laying in all
the boxes?
This happened to me only last year. A
very populous hive, which was not the
best tempered (some of my nearest and
dearest would say quite aggressive!)
and had three supers on it, had a queen
who was clearly running about above
the queen excluder. She was marked,
but several attempts failed to find her.
Now let’s get something quite straight –
most of these mishaps are the fault of
the beekeeper and this was most
probably mine. I don’t know how she
got there but I suspect my carelessness
at some stage, coupled with the fact
that they were not nice to know and
therefore, inspections tended to be
somewhat hurried and painful all
contributed. Having said that, I once
looked after some hives for a friend of
mine and we found a queen in the super
one week. We found her and put her
back in the brood box. The queen
excluder appeared undamaged and in
good condition, but the next week there
were fresh eggs in both the brood box
and the super. Again she was returned
to her rightful place and two of us
watched her disappear between two
brood frames before we put the queen
excluder on. The following week I was
on my own and lifted the super off just
as that queen was squeezing herself
through the queen excluder. She was a
full-sized queen and was having quite a
struggle, but was clearly determined to
get upstairs. So occasionally, it is not
the beekeeper’s fault. On the other
hand, a short while ago, I witnessed a
beekeeper removing a queen excluder,

which was given a very cursory
inspection and had many bees on it,
before putting it on top of two open
supers. A recipe for disaster and the
commonest way of getting queens into
supers. Never put a queen excluder on
top of supers. Inspect it carefully, it may
be a good idea to knock the bees
carefully back into the hive, and then
prop it at the front near the entrance.
So, however it happened, the queen is
in the supers. What do you do? The
first method is to search for her. To do
this the supers have to be separated
before you begin. It is useless looking
through them while they are piled on the
hive and the queen can run backwards
and forwards through them.
Have
sufficient boards or rooves so that each
box can be looked at on its own. Then
each box should be inspected in turn,
as I described in February. Inspect the
queen excluder for any damage and
find a new one if necessary. If that has
been
unsuccessful,
remove
the
excluder and place the first super
directly over the top of the brood box.
Smoke heavily, the aim being to drive
the queen down into the brood box.
Remove this super and put the second
one on and repeat the smoking.
Continue this, smoking each super in
turn until they are all done. This is
frequently successful, but to make sure,
reassemble the hive with a queen
excluder under each box so that the
queen should be isolated in one of
them. After a minimum of four days the
hive can be inspected again and the
presence of eggs will show which box
contains the queen. Life then hopefully
becomes easier and the normal
procedures for finding a queen can be
followed. In my case, the smoking was
successful and the queen was laying
well in the brood box when next
inspected.
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This saga does again show the importance of having queens well-marked and bear
in mind that, over time, marks wear off so may need redoing. Without a marked
queen this whole scenario becomes very daunting indeed. And, if this has happened
to you, don’t beat yourself up about it, it happens to all of us at some time or another.

Marking the queen
Photo: Herefordshire BKA vis ebees

THE SMOKER FUEL SAGA
Maurice West
When the flower arrangers at church had a clear out of their secret, hallowed store
they threw out a quantity of old hessian off cuts, and being a person who hates to
see waste, I gathered it all up thinking it would be ideal smoker fuel. I normally use
shavings which have come off the planer.
I took this wonderful free smoker fuel home feeling very pleased that I had a bargain,
and duly set about making round pellets to fit into the smoker. At least a whole hour
was spent on this task. When finished I looked at my handiwork and congratulated
myself that I had created many months fuel and I would not have to suddenly rush to
the workshop to create some shavings when I needed to inspect the colonies.
I duly turned up to the bees’ for a routine inspection and encountered the first snag;
the smoker fuel would not light. After several attempts with the lighter and frantic
pumping of the smoker I actually produced smoke. Walking into the apiary and
arriving at the first colony I found that the smoker had gone out! Much frantic
pumping of the bellows and several more attempts with the lighter I managed to
produce smoke again, quite a lot this time.
A few gentle puffs at the entrance and then off with the roof, hive tool under the
crown board to make a gap, and a few gentle puffs under there. But when I took off
the crown board the bees flew out of the hive and attacked me, bombarding the veil
and the rest of the suit. I hurriedly replaced the crown board and roof and beat a
hasty retreat with the bees following me.
I then came to two conclusions about my wonderful, ecclesiastical free smoker fuel;
firstly it was impregnated with a fire retardant, and secondly the chemical used was
obnoxious to the bees.
I arrived back home, threw my hessian into the dustbin and set about making some
shavings for the following day.
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Honey Alchemy
ROCKY ROAD WITH HONEY
Makes 100 pieces
Keeps really well if well wrapped and in a cool place. Great to make with
kids over the summer holidays and well received at any dinner parties or
barbecues you may go to.
This is another dangerous one! Enjoy!

Need


125g soft butter



300g chocolate broken into
pieces



45g honey



200g Malted Milk biscuits



100g mini marshmallows



Icing sugar (for dusting)

Do

 Butter a 20cm by 20cm tin and line with baking parchment
 Gently melt the butter and honey in a heavy-based saucepan.
 Add the chocolate and stir gently until melted. Do not overheat or get any water
into it or the chocolate will seize

 Put the biscuits into a freezer bag and break them up with a rolling pin. You are
aiming for both crumbs and pieces of biscuits

 Place the biscuit pieces and crumbs into a large warmed bowl and pour over ¾ of
the melted chocolate mixture.

 Add the marshmallows and fold together gently
 Tip into the lined tin and flatten as best you can with a spatula.
 Pour the reserved melted chocolate mixture over the marshmallow mixture and
smooth the top

 Refrigerate for about 2 hours or overnight
 Turn out onto a board dusted with icing sugar and cut into 100 pieces.
 Dust with icing sugar again and serve

Mandy Cadge
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Bees understand zero mathematics
It was reported recently in the New Scientist that bees have been shown to
understand the concept of zero. This might not sound very interesting but even
human children struggle to understand zero and learn it later than other numbers.
Some other ‘higher’ animals can be taught zero; chimpanzees and some monkeys for
example, but bees are the first invertebrate to demonstrate an understanding.
Researchers at RMIT University in Melbourne led by Scarlett Howard, trained bees to
differentiate between numbers using two platforms with between one and four
shapes on each. One platform rewarded the bees with a sucrose solution if they
chose it, while the other had a quinine solution on it which bees dislike. They trained
the bees to associate the platform with fewer shapes on it with the sweet reward until
they made the right choice 80% of the time and then moved on to giving them a
choice of two or three shapes and zero shapes. The bees chose the ‘zero’ platform
most of the time.
Further experiments trained bees to choose between zero
shapes and between one and six shapes. They still
chose zero most of the time but took longer to make the
choice if there was only one object rather than more. The
fact that the numerical difference between the two
quantities affected how challenging the choice appeared
to be for the bees, apparently helps to show that they
perceive zero as a number. It is still unclear why bees
should have this ability at all.
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Caveat Emptor
Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any
goods or services advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or on the website. Anyone
purchasing bees or nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are disease free and
that they are aware of the provenance of any queens.
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WBKA WHO’S WHO
Peter Spencer

President

01926 856204

Celia Davis

Chairman 01676 533252
chairman@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Mike Blanco

Secretary 01527 591855
secretary@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Jan Willetts

Treasurer 0121 249 1965
treasurer@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Julia Barclay

WB Editor 02476 411275
wbeditor@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
Copy to julia@barclaysworld.com

Peter Barclay

Web Master
webmaster@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Gill Grimshaw

Examination Secretary 01926 497440
wbkaexams@gillgrimshaw.com

Branch Secretaries
BIRMINGHAM

07708 031926

COVENTRY

02476 411275

NUNEATON

01827 880689

RUGBY

01788 833877

SHIPSTON

07730 008222

SOLIHULL

0121 704 1731

Bee Inspectors
SEASONAL BEE INSPECTORS

(April to September)
Dave Bonner
07775 119434
Keren Green
07901 517779
BEE DISEASE INSURANCE
WBKA Representative
Julian Routh
0121 354 5956

SUTTON COLDFIELD
0121 354 3322

Director & Claims Manager
Bernard Diaper
07711 456932

WARWICK & LEAMINGTON
01926 632388
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Items appearing in WB are not necessarily the view of
either the editor or Warwickshire Beekeepers Association
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